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Session 6: Structuring Transactions and Bankruptcy
We will start with some background material on debt and priority and then turn to how
those issues are dealt with in bankruptcy.

Bank of America National Trust and Savings Ass’n v. 203 N. LaSalle Street
Partnership
526 U.S. 434 (1999)
Justice SOUTER delivered the opinion of the Court: The issue in this Chapter 11 reorganization case is whether a debtor’s prebankruptcy equity holders may, over the objection of a
senior class of impaired creditors, contribute new capital and receive ownership interests in
the reorganized entity, when that opportunity is given exclusively to the old equity holders
under a plan adopted without consideration of alternatives. We hold that old equity holders
are disqualified from participating in such a “new value” transaction by the terms of 11
U.S.C. § 1129(b)(2)(B)(ii), which in such circumstances bars a junior interest holder’s receipt of any property on account of his prior interest.
I
Petitioner, Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association (Bank), is the major
creditor of respondent, 203 North LaSalle Street Partnership (Debtor or Partnership), an
Illinois real estate limited partnership. The Bank lent the Debtor some $93 million, secured
by a nonrecourse first mortgage on the Debtor’s principal asset, 15 floors of an office building in downtown Chicago. In January 1995, the Debtor defaulted, and the Bank began foreclosure in a state court.
In March, the Debtor responded with a voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11 of
the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. § 1101 et seq., which automatically stayed the foreclosure
proceedings, see § 362(a). The Debtor’s principal objective was to ensure that its partners
retained title to the property so as to avoid roughly $20 million in personal tax liabilities,
which would fall due if the Bank foreclosed. The Debtor proceeded to propose a reorganization plan during the 120-day period when it alone had the right to do so, see 11 U.S.C.
§ 1121(b); see also § 1121(c) (exclusivity period extends to 180 days if the debtor files plan
within the initial 120 days). The Bankruptcy Court rejected the Bank’s motion to terminate
the period of exclusivity to make way for a plan of its own to liquidate the property, and instead extended the exclusivity period for cause shown, under § 1121(d).
The value of the mortgaged property was less than the balance due the Bank, which elected
to divide its undersecured claim into secured and unsecured deficiency claims under § 506(a)
and § 1111(b). Under the plan, the Debtor separately classified the Bank’s secured claim, its
unsecured deficiency claim, and unsecured trade debt owed to other creditors. See
§ 1122(a).7 The Bankruptcy Court found that the Debtor’s available assets were prepetition
7

Indeed, the Seventh Circuit apparently requires separate classification of the deficiency claim of an under-
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rents in a cash account of $3.1 million and the 15 floors of rental property worth $54.5 million. The secured claim was valued at the latter figure, leaving the Bank with an unsecured
deficiency of $38.5 million.
So far as we need be concerned here, the Debtor’s plan had these further features:
(1) The Bank’s $54.5 million secured claim would be paid in full between 7 and 10 years
after the original 1995 repayment date.8
(2) The Bank’s $38.5 million unsecured deficiency claim would be discharged for an estimated 16% of its present value.9
(3) The remaining unsecured claims of $90,000, held by the outside trade creditors, would
be paid in full, without interest, on the effective date of the plan.10
(4) Certain former partners of the Debtor would contribute $6.125 million in new capital
over the course of five years (the contribution being worth some $4.1 million in present value), in exchange for the Partnership’s entire ownership of the reorganized debtor.
The last condition was an exclusive eligibility provision: the old equity holders were the
only ones who could contribute new capital.11
The Bank objected and, being the sole member of an impaired class of creditors, thereby
blocked confirmation of the plan on a consensual basis. See § 1129(a)(8).12 The Debtor,
however, took the alternate route to confirmation of a reorganization plan, forthrightly
known as the judicial “cramdown” process for imposing a plan on a dissenting class.
§ 1129(b).
There are two conditions for a cramdown. First, all requirements of § 1129(a) must be met
(save for the plan’s acceptance by each impaired class of claims or interests, see § 1129(a)(8)).
Critical among them are the conditions that the plan be accepted by at least one class of imsecured creditor from other general unsecured claims. See In re Woodbrook Associates, 19 F.3d 312, 319 (1994).
Nonetheless, the Bank argued that if its deficiency claim had been included in the class of general unsecured
creditors, its vote against confirmation would have resulted in the plan’s rejection by that class. The Bankruptcy
Court and the District Court rejected the contention that the classifications were gerrymandered to obtain requisite approval by a single class, and the Court of Appeals agreed. The Bank sought no review of that issue,
which is thus not before us.
8 Payment consisted of a prompt cash payment of $1,149,500 and a secured, 7-year note, extendable at the
Debtor’s option.
9

This expected yield was based upon the Bankruptcy Court’s projection that a sale or refinancing of the
property on the 10th anniversary of the plan confirmation would produce a $19-million distribution to the
Bank.
10

The Debtor originally owed $160,000 in unsecured trade debt. After filing for bankruptcy, the general
partners purchased some of the trade claims. Upon confirmation, the insiders would waive all general unsecured
claims they held.
11

The plan eliminated the interests of noncontributing partners. More than 60% of the Partnership interests
would change hands on confirmation of the plan. The new Partnership, however, would consist solely of former partners, a feature critical to the preservation of the Partnership’s tax shelter.
12

A class of creditors accepts if a majority of the creditors and those holding two-thirds of the total dollar
amount of the claims within that class vote to approve the plan. § 1126(c).
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paired creditors, see § 1129(a)(10), and satisfy the “best-interest-of-creditors” test, see
§ 1129(a)(7).13 Here, the class of trade creditors with impaired unsecured claims voted for
the plan,14 and there was no issue of best interest. Second, the objection of an impaired creditor class may be overridden only if “the plan does not discriminate unfairly, and is fair and
equitable, with respect to each class of claims or interests that is impaired under, and has not
accepted, the plan.” § 1129(b)(1). As to a dissenting class of impaired unsecured creditors,
such a plan may be found to be “fair and equitable” only if the allowed value of the claim is
to be paid in full, § 1129(b)(2)(B)(i), or, in the alternative, if “the holder of any claim or interest that is junior to the claims of such [impaired unsecured] class will not receive or retain
under the plan on account of such junior claim or interest any property,”
§ 1129(b)(2)(B)(ii). That latter condition is the core of what is known as the “absolute priority rule.”
The absolute priority rule was the basis for the Bank’s position that the plan could not be
confirmed as a cramdown. As the Bank read the rule, the plan was open to objection simply
because certain old equity holders in the Debtor Partnership would receive property even
though the Bank’s unsecured deficiency claim would not be paid in full. The Bankruptcy
Court approved the plan nonetheless, and accordingly denied the Bank’s pending motion to
convert the case to Chapter 7 liquidation, or to dismiss the case. The District Court affirmed, as did the Court of Appeals. ***
II
The terms “absolute priority rule” and “new value corollary” (or “exception”) are creatures of
law antedating the current Bankruptcy Code, and to understand both those terms and the
related but inexact language of the Code some history is helpful. The Bankruptcy Act preceding the Code contained no such provision as subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii), its subject having
been addressed by two interpretive rules. The first was a specific gloss on the requirement of
§ 77B (and its successor, Chapter X) of the old Act, that any reorganization plan be “fair and
equitable.” 11 U.S.C. § 205(e) (repealed 1938) (§ 77B); 11 U.S.C. § 621(2) (repealed 1979)
(Chapter X). The reason for such a limitation was the danger inherent in any reorganization
plan proposed by a debtor, then and now, that the plan will simply turn out to be too good a
deal for the debtor’s owners. Hence the pre-Code judicial response known as the absolute
priority rule, that fairness and equity required that “the creditors ... be paid before the stockholders could retain [equity interests] for any purpose whatever.” Northern Pacific R. Co. v.
Boyd, 228 U.S. 482, 508 (1913).

13

Section 1129(a)(7) provides that if the holder of a claim impaired under a plan of reorganization has not
accepted the plan, then such holder must “receive ... on account of such claim ... property of a value, as of the
effective date of the plan, that is not less than the amount that such holder would so receive ... if the debtor
were liquidated under chapter 7 ... on such date.” The “best interests” test applies to individual creditors holding impaired claims, even if the class as a whole votes to accept the plan.
14

Claims are unimpaired if they retain all of their prepetition legal, equitable, and contractual rights against
the debtor. § 1124.
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The second interpretive rule addressed the first. Its classic formulation occurred in Case v.
Los Angeles Lumber Products Co., 308 U.S. 106 (1939), in which the Court spoke through
Justice Douglas in this dictum:
“It is, of course, clear that there are circumstances under which stockholders may participate in a plan of reorganization of an insolvent debtor.... Where th[e] necessity
[for new capital] exists and the old stockholders make a fresh contribution and receive in return a participation reasonably equivalent to their contribution, no objection can be made....
“[W]e believe that to accord ‘the creditor his full right of priority against the corporate assets’ where the debtor is insolvent, the stockholder’s participation must be
based on a contribution in money or in money’s worth, reasonably equivalent in view
of all the circumstances to the participation of the stockholder.”
308 U.S., at 121-122.
*** Enactment of the Bankruptcy Code in place of the prior Act might have resolved the
status of new value by a provision bearing its name or at least unmistakably couched in its
terms, but the Congress chose not to avail itself of that opportunity. *** The upshot is that
this history does nothing to disparage the possibility apparent in the statutory text, that the
absolute priority rule now on the books as subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii) may carry a new value
corollary. Although there is no literal reference to “new value” in the phrase “on account of
such junior claim,” the phrase could arguably carry such an implication in modifying the
prohibition against receipt by junior claimants of any interest under a plan while a senior
class of unconsenting creditors goes less than fully paid.
III
Three basic interpretations have been suggested for the “on account of” modifier. The first
reading is proposed by the Partnership, that “on account of” harks back to accounting practice and means something like “in exchange for,” or “in satisfaction of.” On this view, a plan
would not violate the absolute priority rule unless the old equity holders received or retained
property in exchange for the prior interest, without any significant new contribution; if substantial money passed from them as part of the deal, the prohibition of subsection
(b)(2)(B)(ii) would not stand in the way, and whatever issues of fairness and equity there
might otherwise be would not implicate the “on account of” modifier.
This position is beset with troubles, the first one being textual. Subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii)
forbids not only receipt of property on account of the prior interest but its retention as well.
See also § § 1129(a)(7)(A)(ii), (a)(7)(B), (b)(2)(B)(i), (b)(2)(C)(i), (b)(2)(C)(ii). A common
instance of the latter would be a debtor’s retention of an interest in the insolvent business
reorganized under the plan. Yet it would be exceedingly odd to speak of “retain[ing]” property in exchange for the same property interest, and the eccentricity of such a reading is underscored by the fact that elsewhere in the Code the drafters chose to use the very phrase “in
exchange for,” § 1123(a)(5)(J) (a plan shall provide adequate means for implementation, including “issuance of securities of the debtor ... for cash, for property, for existing securities,
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or in exchange for claims or interests”). It is unlikely that the drafters of legislation so long
and minutely contemplated as the 1978 Bankruptcy Code would have used two distinctly
different forms of words for the same purpose.
The second difficulty is practical: the unlikelihood that Congress meant to impose a condition as manipulable as subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii) would be if “on account of “meant to prohibit merely an exchange unaccompanied by a substantial infusion of new funds but permit one
whenever substantial funds changed hands. “Substantial” or “significant” or “considerable”
or like characterizations of a monetary contribution would measure it by the Lord Chancellor’s foot, and an absolute priority rule so variable would not be much of an absolute. Of
course it is true (as already noted) that, even if old equity holders could displace the rule by
adding some significant amount of cash to the deal, it would not follow that their plan
would be entitled to adoption; a contested plan would still need to satisfy the overriding
condition of fairness and equity. But that general fairness and equity criterion would apply in
any event, and one comes back to the question why Congress would have bothered to add a
separate priority rule without a sharper edge.
Since the “in exchange for “reading merits rejection, the way is open to recognize the more
common understanding of “on account of “ to mean “because of.” This is certainly the usage
meant for the phrase at other places in the statute, see § 1111(b)(1)(A) (treating certain
claims as if the holder of the claim “had recourse against the debtor on account of such
claim”); § 522(d)(10)(E) (permitting debtors to exempt payments under certain benefit
plans and contracts “on account of illness, disability, death, age, or length of service”);
§ 547(b)(2) (authorizing trustee to avoid a transfer of an interest of the debtor in property
“for or on account of an antecedent debt owed by the debtor”); § 547(c)(4)(B) (barring trustee from avoiding a transfer when a creditor gives new value to the debtor “on account of
which new value the debtor did not make an otherwise unavoidable transfer to ... such creditor”). So, under the commonsense rule that a given phrase is meant to carry a given concept
in a single statute, the better reading of subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii) recognizes that a causal relationship between holding the prior claim or interest and receiving or retaining property is
what activates the absolute priority rule.
The degree of causation is the final bone of contention. We understand the Government,
as amicus curiae, to take the starchy position not only that any degree of causation between
earlier interests and retained property will activate the bar to a plan providing for later property, but also that whenever the holders of equity in the Debtor end up with some property
there will be some causation; when old equity, and not someone on the street, gets property
the reason is res ipsa loquitur. An old equity holder simply cannot take property under a plan
if creditors are not paid in full.
The Government conceded that, in the case before us, it had no need to press this more
stringent view, since “whatever [the] definition of ‘on account of,’ a 100 percent certainty
that junior equit[y] obtains property because they’re junior equity will satisfy that.” See Tr.
of Oral Arg. 29 (internal quotation marks added).
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There are, however, reasons counting against such a reading. If, as is likely, the drafters
were treating junior claimants or interest holders as a class at this point then the simple way
to have prohibited the old interest holders from receiving anything over objection would
have been to omit the “on account of” phrase entirely from subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii). On this
assumption, reading the provision as a blanket prohibition would leave “on account of” as a
redundancy, contrary to the interpretive obligation to try to give meaning to all the statutory
language. One would also have to ask why Congress would have desired to exclude prior equity categorically from the class of potential owners following a cramdown. Although we
have some doubt about the Court of Appeals’s assumption that prior equity is often the only
source of significant capital for reorganizations, old equity may well be in the best position to
make a go of the reorganized enterprise and so may be the party most likely to work out an
equity-for-value reorganization.
A less absolute statutory prohibition would follow from reading the “on account of” language as intended to reconcile the two recognized policies underlying Chapter 11, of preserving going concerns and maximizing property available to satisfy creditors. Causation between
the old equity’s holdings and subsequent property substantial enough to disqualify a plan
would presumably occur on this view of things whenever old equity’s later property would
come at a price that failed to provide the greatest possible addition to the bankruptcy estate,
and it would always come at a price too low when the equity holders obtained or preserved
an ownership interest for less than someone else would have paid. A truly full value transaction, on the other hand, would pose no threat to the bankruptcy estate not posed by any reorganization, provided of course that the contribution be in cash or be realizable money’s
worth, just as Ahlers required for application of Case’s new value rule.
IV
Which of these positions is ultimately entitled to prevail is not to be decided here, however,
for even on the latter view the Bank’s objection would require rejection of the plan at issue in
this case. It is doomed, we can say without necessarily exhausting its flaws, by its provision
for vesting equity in the reorganized business in the Debtor’s partners without extending an
opportunity to anyone else either to compete for that equity or to propose a competing reorganization plan. Although the Debtor’s exclusive opportunity to propose a plan under
§ 1121(b) is not itself “property” within the meaning of subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii), the respondent partnership in this case has taken advantage of this opportunity by proposing a
plan under which the benefit of equity ownership may be obtained by no one but old equity
partners. Upon the court’s approval of that plan, the partners were in the same position that
they would have enjoyed had they exercised an exclusive option under the plan to buy the
equity in the reorganized entity, or contracted to purchase it from a seller who had first
agreed to deal with no one else. It is quite true that the escrow of the partners’ proposed investment eliminated any formal need to set out an express option or exclusive dealing provision in the plan itself, since the court’s approval that created the opportunity and the partners’ action to obtain its advantage were simultaneous. But before the Debtor’s plan was accepted no one else could propose an alternative one, and after its acceptance no one else
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could obtain equity in the reorganized entity. At the moment of the plan’s approval the
Debtor’s partners necessarily enjoyed an exclusive opportunity that was in no economic sense
distinguishable from the advantage of the exclusively entitled offeror or option holder. This
opportunity should, first of all, be treated as an item of property in its own right. While it
may be argued that the opportunity has no market value, being significant only to old equity
holders owing to their potential tax liability, such an argument avails the Debtor nothing, for
several reasons. It is to avoid just such arguments that the law is settled that any otherwise
cognizable property interest must be treated as sufficiently valuable to be recognized under
the Bankruptcy Code. Even aside from that rule, the assumption that no one but the Debtor’s partners might pay for such an opportunity would obviously support no inference that it
is valueless, let alone that it should not be treated as property. And, finally, the source in the
tax law of the opportunity’s value to the partners implies in no way that it lacks value to others. It might, indeed, be valuable to another precisely as a way to keep the Debtor from implementing a plan that would avoid a Chapter 7 liquidation.
Given that the opportunity is property of some value, the question arises why old equity
alone should obtain it, not to mention at no cost whatever. The closest thing to an answer
favorable to the Debtor is that the old equity partners would be given the opportunity in the
expectation that in taking advantage of it they would add the stated purchase price to the
estate. But this just begs the question why the opportunity should be exclusive to the old equity holders. If the price to be paid for the equity interest is the best obtainable, old equity
does not need the protection of exclusiveness (unless to trump an equal offer from someone
else); if it is not the best, there is no apparent reason for giving old equity a bargain. There is
no reason, that is, unless the very purpose of the whole transaction is, at least in part, to do
old equity a favor. And that, of course, is to say that old equity would obtain its opportunity,
and the resulting benefit, because of old equity’s prior interest within the meaning of subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii). Hence it is that the exclusiveness of the opportunity, with its protection
against the market’s scrutiny of the purchase price by means of competing bidsor even competing plan proposals, renders the partners’ right a property interest extended “on account
of” the old equity position and therefore subject to an unpaid senior creditor class’s objection.
It is no answer to this to say that the exclusive opportunity should be treated merely as a
detail of the broader transaction that would follow its exercise, and that in this wider perspective no favoritism may be inferred, since the old equity partners would pay something,
whereas no one else would pay anything. If this argument were to carry the day, of course,
old equity could obtain a new property interest for a dime without being seen to receive anything on account of its old position. But even if we assume that old equity’s plan would not
be confirmed without satisfying the judge that the purchase price was top dollar, there is a
further reason here not to treat property consisting of an exclusive opportunity as subsumed
within the total transaction proposed. On the interpretation assumed here, it would, of
course, be a fatal flaw if old equity acquired or retained the property interest without paying
full value. It would thus be necessary for old equity to demonstrate its payment of top dollar,
but this it could not satisfactorily do when it would receive or retain its property under a
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plan giving it exclusive rights and in the absence of a competing plan of any sort. Under a
plan granting an exclusive right, making no provision for competing bids or competing
plans, any determination that the price was top dollar would necessarily be made by a judge
in bankruptcy court, whereas the best way to determine value is exposure to a market. This is
a point of some significance, since it was, after all, one of the Code’s innovations to narrow
the occasions for courts to make valuation judgments, as shown by its preference for the supramajoritarian class creditor voting scheme in § 1126(c). In the interest of statutory coherence, a like disfavor for decisions untested by competitive choice ought to extend to valuations in administering subsection (b)(2)(B)(ii) when some form of market valuation may be
available to test the adequacy of an old equity holder’s proposed contribution.
Whether a market test would require an opportunity to offer competing plans or would be
satisfied by a right to bid for the same interest sought by old equity is a question we do not
decide here. It is enough to say, assuming a new value corollary, that plans providing junior
interest holders with exclusive opportunities free from competition and without benefit of
market valuation fall within the prohibition of § 1129(b)(2)(B)(ii).
The judgment of the Court of Appeals, accordingly, is reversed, and the case is remanded
for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.
It is so ordered.

In re Chrysler LLC
576 F.3d 108 (2nd Cir. 2009)
DENNIS JACOBS, Chief Judge: The Indiana State Police Pension Trust, the Indiana State
Teachers Retirement Fund, and the Indiana Major Moves Construction Fund (collectively,
the “Indiana Pensioners” or “Pensioners”), along with various tort claimants and others, appeal from an order entered in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District
of New York, Arthur J. Gonzalez, Bankruptcy Judge, dated June 1, 2009 (the “Sale Order”),
authorizing the sale of substantially all of the debtor’s assets to New CarCo Acquisition LLC
(“New Chrysler”). On June 2, 2009 we granted the Indiana Pensioners’ motion for a stay
and for expedited appeal directly to this Court, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 158(d)(2). On June
5, 2009 we heard oral argument, and ruled from the bench and by written order, affirming
the Sale Order “for the reasons stated in the opinions of Bankruptcy Judge Gonzalez,” stating that an opinion or opinions would follow. This is the opinion.
In a nutshell, Chrysler LLC and its related companies (hereinafter “Chrysler” or “debtor”
or “Old Chrysler”) filed a pre-packaged bankruptcy petition under Chapter 11 on April 30,
2009. The filing followed months in which Chrysler experienced deepening losses, received
billions in bailout funds from the Federal Government, searched for a merger partner, unsuccessfully sought additional government bailout funds for a stand-alone restructuring, and
ultimately settled on an asset-sale transaction pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 363 (the “Sale”),
which was approved by the Sale Order. The key elements of the Sale were set forth in a Master Transaction Agreement dated as of April 30, 2009: substantially all of Chrysler’s operat-
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ing assets (including manufacturing plants, brand names, certain dealer and supplier relationships, and much else) would be transferred to New Chrysler in exchange for New Chrysler’s
assumption of certain liabilities and $2 billion in cash. Fiat S.p.A agreed to provide New
Chrysler with certain fuel-efficient vehicle platforms, access to its worldwide distribution system, and new management that is experienced in turning around a failing auto company.
Financing for the sale transaction—$6 billion in senior secured financing, and debtor-inpossession financing for 60 days in the amount of $4.96 billion—would come from the
United States Treasury and from Export Development Canada. The agreement describing
the United States Treasury’s commitment does not specify the source of the funds, but it is
undisputed that prior funding came from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”), 12
U.S.C. § 5211(a)(1), and that the parties expected the Sale to be financed through the use of
TARP funds. Ownership of New Chrysler was to be distributed by membership interests,
55% of which go to an employee benefit entity created by the United Auto Workers union,
8% to the United States Treasury and 2% to Export Development Canada. Fiat, for its contributions, would immediately own 20% of the equity with rights to acquire more (up to
51%), contingent on payment in full of the debts owed to the United States Treasury and
Export Development Canada.
At a hearing on May 5, 2009, the bankruptcy court approved the debtor’s proposed bidding procedures. No other bids were forthcoming. From May 27 to May 29, the bankruptcy
court held hearings on whether to approve the Sale. Upon extensive findings of fact and conclusions of law, the bankruptcy court approved the Sale by order dated June 1, 2009.
After briefing and oral argument, we affirmed the bankruptcy court’s order on June 5, but
we entered a short stay pending Supreme Court review. The Supreme Court, after an extension of the stay, declined a further extension. The Sale closed on June 10, 2009.
The factual and procedural background is set out in useful detail in the opinions of Bankruptcy Judge Gonzalez. This opinion is confined to a discussion of the arguments made for
vacatur or reversal. The Sale Order is challenged essentially on four grounds. First, it is contended that the sale of Chrysler’s auto-manufacturing assets, considered together with the
associated intellectual property and (selected) dealership contractual rights, so closely approximates a final plan of reorganization that it constitutes an impermissible “sub rosa plan,” and
therefore cannot be accomplished under § 363(b). We consider this question first, because a
determination adverse to Chrysler would have required reversal. Second, we consider the argument by the Indiana Pensioners that the Sale impermissibly subordinates their interests as
secured lenders and allows assets on which they have a lien to pass free of liens to other creditors and parties, in violation of § 363(f). We reject this argument on the ground that the secured lenders have consented to the Sale, as per § 363(f)(2). Third, the Indiana Pensioners
challenge the constitutionality of the use of TARP funds to finance the Sale on a number of
grounds, chiefly that the Secretary of the Treasury is using funds appropriated for relief of
“financial institutions” to effect a bailout of an auto-manufacturer, and that this causes a
constitutional injury to the Indiana Pensioners because the loss of their priorities in bankruptcy amounts to an economic injury that was caused or underwritten by TARP money.
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We conclude that the Indiana Pensioners lack standing to raise this challenge. Finally, we
consider and reject the arguments advanced by present and future tort claimants. ***
I
The Indiana Pensioners characterize the Sale as an impermissible, sub rosa plan of reorganization. See Pension Benefit Guar. Corp. v. Braniff Airways, Inc. (In re Braniff Airways, Inc.),
700 F.2d 935, 940 (5th Cir. 1983). As the Indiana Pensioners characterize it, the Sale transaction “is a ‘Sale’ in name only; upon consummation, new Chrysler will be old Chrysler in
essentially every respect. It will be called ‘Chrysler.’ ... Its employees, including most management, will be retained.... It will manufacture and sell Chrysler and Dodge cars and
minivans, Jeeps and Dodge Trucks.... The real substance of the transaction is the underlying
reorganization it implements.” Indiana Pensioners’ Br. at 46 (citation omitted).
Section 363(b) of the Bankruptcy Code authorizes a Chapter 11 debtor-in-possession to
use, sell, or lease estate property outside the ordinary course of business, requiring in most
circumstances only that a movant provide notice and a hearing. 11 U.S.C. § 363(b).2 We
have identified an “apparent conflict” between the expedient of a § 363(b) sale and the otherwise applicable features and safeguards of Chapter 11. Comm. of Equity Sec. Holders v.
Lionel Corp. (In re Lionel Corp.), 722 F.2d 1063, 1071 (2d Cir. 1983).
In Lionel, we consulted the history and purpose of § 363(b) to situate § 363(b) transactions within the overall structure of Chapter 11. The origin of § 363(b) is the Bankruptcy
Act of 1867, which permitted a sale of a debtor’s assets when the estate or any part thereof
was “of a perishable nature or liable to deteriorate in value.” Lionel, 722 F.2d at 1066 (citing
Section 25 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1867, Act of March 2, 1867, 14 Stat. 517) (emphasis
omitted). Typically, courts have approved § 363(b) sales to preserve “ ‘wasting asset[s].’ ” Id.
at 1068 (quoting Mintzer v. Joseph (In re Sire Plan, Inc.), 332 F.2d 497, 499 (2d Cir.
1964)). Most early transactions concerned perishable commodities; but the same practical
necessity has been recognized in contexts other than fruits and vegetables. ***
In the twenty-five years since Lionel, § 363(b) asset sales have become common practice in
large-scale corporate bankruptcies. In the current economic crisis of 2008-09, § 363(b) sales
have become even more useful and customary.6 ***
Resort to § 363(b) has been driven by efficiency, from the perspectives of sellers and buyers
alike. The speed of the process can maximize asset value by sale of the debtor’s business as a
going concern. Moreover, the assets are typically burnished (or “cleansed”) because (with certain limited exceptions) they are sold free and clear of liens, claims and liabilities. See infra
2

The section provides: “The trustee, after notice and a hearing, may use, sell, or lease, other than in the ordinary course of business, property of the estate ....” 11 U.S.C. § 363(b)(1).
6

For instance, Lehman Brothers sold substantially all its assets to Barclays Capital within five days of filing
for bankruptcy. Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy in the early morning hours of September 15, 2008. On
September 20, 2008, the bankruptcy court approved the sale to Barclays of Lehman’s investment banking and
capital markets operations, as well as supporting infrastructure including the Lehman headquarters in midtown
Manhattan for $1.7 billion. See Bay Harbour Mgmt., L.C. v. Lehman Bros. Holdings Inc. (In re Lehman Bros.
Holdings Inc.), No. 08-cv-8869(DLC), 2009 WL 667301, at *8 (2009) (affirming the § 363(b) sale order).
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(discussing § 363(f) and tort issues). A § 363 sale can often yield the highest price for the
assets because the buyer can select the liabilities it will assume and purchase a business with
cash flow (or the near prospect of it). Often, a secured creditor can “credit bid,” or take an
ownership interest in the company by bidding a reduction in the debt the company owes.
See 11 U.S.C. § 363(k) (allowing a secured creditor to credit bid at a § 363(b) sale).
This tendency has its critics. The objections are not to the quantity or percentage of assets
being sold: it has long been understood *** that § 363(b) sales may encompass all or substantially all of a debtor’s assets. Rather, the thrust of criticism remains what it was in Lionel: fear
that one class of creditors may strong-arm the debtor-in-possession, and bypass the requirements of Chapter 11 to cash out quickly at the expense of other stakeholders, in a proceeding
that amounts to a reorganization in all but name, achieved by stealth and momentum.
As § 363(b) sales proliferate, the competing concerns identified in Lionel have become
harder to manage. Debtors need flexibility and speed to preserve going concern value; yet
one or more classes of creditors should not be able to nullify Chapter 11’s requirements. A
balance is not easy to achieve, and is not aided by rigid rules and prescriptions. Lionel’s multi-factor analysis remains the proper, most comprehensive framework for judging the validity
of § 363(b) transactions.
Adopting the Fifth Circuit’s wording in Braniff, 700 F.2d at 940, commentators and
courts-including ours-have sometimes referred to improper § 363(b) transactions as “sub rosa plans of reorganization.” *** The term “sub rosa “ is something of a misnomer. It bespeaks a covert or secret activity, whereas secrecy has nothing to do with a § 363 transaction.
Transactions blessed by the bankruptcy courts are openly presented, considered, approved,
and implemented. Braniff seems to have used “sub rosa “ to describe transactions that treat
the requirements of the Bankruptcy Code as something to be evaded or subverted. But even
in that sense, the term is unhelpful. The sale of assets is permissible under § 363(b); and it is
elementary that the more assets sold that way, the less will be left for a plan of reorganization,
or for liquidation. But the size of the transaction, and the residuum of corporate assets, is,
under our precedent, just one consideration for the exercise of discretion by the bankruptcy
judge(s), along with an open-ended list of other salient factors.
Braniff’s holding did not support the argument that a § 363(b) asset sale must be rejected
simply because it is a sale of all or substantially all of a debtor’s assets. Thus a § 363(b) sale
may well be a reorganization in effect without being the kind of plan rejected in Braniff.9
Although Lionel did not involve a contention that the proposed sale was a sub rosa or de facto reorganization, a bankruptcy court confronted with that allegation may approve or disapprove a § 363(b) transfer that is a sale of all or substantially all of a debtor’s assets, using the

9

The transaction at hand is as good an illustration as any. “Old Chrysler” will simply transfer the $2 billion
in proceeds to the first lien lenders, and then liquidate. The first lien lenders themselves will suffer a deficiency
of some $4.9 billion, and everyone else will likely receive nothing from the liquidation. Thus the Sale has inevitable and enormous influence on any eventual plan of reorganization or liquidation. But it is not a “sub rosa
plan” in the Braniff sense because it does not specifically “dictate,” or “arrange” ex ante, by contract, the terms
of any subsequent plan.
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analysis set forth in Lionel in order to determine whether there was a good business reason
for the sale.
The Indiana Pensioners argue that the Sale is a sub rosa plan chiefly because it gives value
to unsecured creditors (i.e., in the form of the ownership interest in New Chrysler provided
to the union benefit funds) without paying off secured debt in full, and without complying
with the procedural requirements of Chapter 11. However, Bankruptcy Judge Gonzalez
demonstrated proper solicitude for the priority between creditors and deemed it essential
that the Sale in no way upset that priority. The lien holders’ security interests would attach
to all proceeds of the Sale: “Not one penny of value of the Debtors’ assets is going to anyone
other than the First-Lien Lenders.” Opinion Granting Debtor’s Motion Seeking Authority
to Sell, May 31, 2009, (“Sale Opinion”) at 18. As Bankruptcy Judge Gonzalez found, all the
equity stakes in New Chrysler were entirely attributable to new value-including governmental loans, new technology, and new management-which were not assets of the debtor’s estate.
The Indiana Pensioners’ arguments boil down to the complaint that the Sale does not pass
the discretionary, multifarious Lionel test. The bankruptcy court’s findings constitute an adequate rebuttal. Applying the Lionel factors, Bankruptcy Judge Gonzalez found good business reasons for the Sale. The linchpin of his analysis was that the only possible alternative to
the Sale was an immediate liquidation that would yield far less for the estate—and for the
objectors. The court found that, notwithstanding Chrysler’s prolonged and well-publicized
efforts to find a strategic partner or buyer, no other proposals were forthcoming. In the
months leading up to Chrysler’s bankruptcy filing, and during the bankruptcy process itself,
Chrysler executives circled the globe in search of a deal. But the Fiat transaction was the only
offer available.
The Sale would yield $2 billion. According to expert testimony—not refuted by the objectors—an immediate liquidation of Chrysler as of May 20, 2009 would yield in the range of
nothing to $800 million.12 Crucially, Fiat had conditioned its commitment on the Sale being completed by June 15, 2009. While this deadline was tight and seemingly arbitrary, there
was little leverage to force an extension. To preserve resources, Chrysler factories had been
shuttered, and the business was hemorrhaging cash. According to the bankruptcy court,
Chrysler was losing going concern value of nearly $100 million each day.
On this record, and in light of the arguments made by the parties, the bankruptcy court’s
approval of the Sale was no abuse of discretion. With its revenues sinking, its factories dark,
and its massive debts growing, Chrysler fit the paradigm of the melting ice cube. Going concern value was being reduced each passing day that it produced no cars, yet was obliged to
pay rents, overhead, and salaries. Consistent with an underlying purpose of the Bankruptcy
Code-maximizing the value of the bankrupt estate-it was no abuse of discretion to determine
that the Sale prevented further, unnecessary losses.

12 The expert’s earlier estimates of liquidation value had been higher. For example, in early May 2009, the
same expert opined that a liquidation might yield between nothing and $1.2 billion. But, from the beginning
of May until the end, Chrysler expended $400 million in cash collateral.
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The Indiana Pensioners exaggerate the extent to which New Chrysler will emerge from the
Sale as the twin of Old Chrysler. New Chrysler may manufacture the same lines of cars but it
will also make newer, smaller vehicles using Fiat technology that will become available as a
result of the Sale—moreover, at the time of the proceedings, Old Chrysler was manufacturing no cars at all. New Chrysler will be run by a new Chief Executive Officer, who has experience in turning around failing auto companies. It may retain many of the same employees,
but they will be working under new union contracts that contain a six-year no-strike provision. New Chrysler will still sell cars in some of its old dealerships in the United States, but it
will also have new access to Fiat dealerships in the European market. Such transformative use
of old and new assets is precisely what one would expect from the § 363(b) sale of a going
concern.
II
The Indiana Pensioners next challenge the Sale Order’s release of all liens on Chrysler’s assets. In general, under § 363(f), assets sold pursuant to § 363(b) may be sold “free and clear
of any interest” in the assets when, inter alia, the entity holding the interest consents to the
sale. 11 U.S.C. § 363(f)(2). The bankruptcy court ruled that, although the Indiana Pensioners did not themselves consent to the release, consent was validly provided by the collateral
trustee, who had authority to act on behalf of all first-lien credit holders.
We agree. Through a series of agreements, the Pensioners effectively ceded to an agent the
power to consent to such a sale; the agent gave consent; and the Pensioners are bound. Accordingly, questions as to the status or preference of Chrysler’s secured debt are simply not
presented in this case. ***
III
The Indiana Pensioners argue that the Secretary of the Treasury (“Secretary”) exceeded his
statutory authority and violated the Constitution by using TARP money to finance the sale
of Chrysler’s assets. Pensioners raise interesting and unresolved constitutional issues concerning the scope of the Secretary’s authority under TARP and the use of TARP money to bail
out an automobile manufacturer. However, federal courts are constrained by our own constitutional limitations, including the non-waivable Article III requirement that we have jurisdiction over the case or controversy before us. We do not decide whether the Secretary’s actions were constitutional or permitted by statute, because we conclude that the Indiana Pensioners lack standing to raise the TARP issue, and that we lack jurisdiction in this case to entertain that challenge. ***
IV
Finally, several objectors appeal from that portion of the Sale Order extinguishing all existing
and future claims against New Chrysler, that “(a) arose prior to the Closing Date, (b) relate[
] to the production of vehicles prior to the Closing Date or (c) otherwise [are] assertable
against the Debtors or [are] related to the Purchased Assets prior to the closing date.” Sale
Order at 40. The objectors can be divided into three groups: (1) plaintiffs with existing
product liability claims against Chrysler; (2) plaintiffs with existing asbestos-related claims
against Chrysler; and (3) lawyers undertaking to act on behalf of claimants who, although
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presently unknown and unidentified, might have claims in the future arising from Old
Chrysler’s production of vehicles. We consider each group’s arguments in turn.
A. Existing Product Liability Claims
The Ad Hoc Committee of Consumer-Victims of Chrysler LLC and William Lovitz et al.
challenge the foreclosing of New Chrysler’s liability for product defects in vehicles produced
by Old Chrysler. Section 363(f) provides, in relevant part, that a “trustee may sell property ...
free and clear of any interest in such property,” under certain circumstances. 11 U.S.C.
§ 363(f) (emphasis added). The objectors argue that personal injury claims are not “interests
in property,” and that the district court’s reliance on In re Trans World Airlines, Inc., 322
F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 2003) (“TWA”), which advances a broad reading of “interests in property,” was misplaced.
We have never addressed the scope of the language “any interest in such property,” and the
statute does not define the term. In TWA, the Third Circuit considered whether (1) employment discrimination claims and (2) a voucher program awarded to flight attendants in
settlement of a class action constituted “interests” in property for purposes of § 363(f). ***
After surveying its owns precedents and the Fourth Circuit’s decision in United Mine Workers of Am.1992 Benefit Plan v. Leckie Smokeless Coal Co. (In re Leckie Smokeless Coal
Co.), 99 F.3d 573 (4th Cir. 1996), the TWA court held that “[w]hile the interests of the
[plaintiffs] in the assets of TWA’s bankruptcy estate are not interests in property in the sense
that they are not in rem interests, ... they are interests in property within the meaning of section 363(f) in the sense that they arise from the property being sold.” 322 F.3d at 290 (emphasis added). ***
Appellants argue that these decisions broadly construing the phrase “any interest in such
property” fail to account for the language of 11 U.S.C. § 1141(c), a provision involving confirmed plans of reorganization. Section 1141(c) provides that “except as otherwise provided
in the [reorganization] plan or in the order confirming the plan, after confirmation of a plan,
the property dealt with by the plan is free and clear of all claims and interests of creditors, equity security holders, and of general partners in the debtor.” 11 U.S.C. § 1141(c) (emphasis
added). Appellants argue that Congress must have intentionally included the word “claims”18
in § 1141(c), and omitted the word from § 363(f), because it was willing to extinguish tort
claims in the reorganization context, but unwilling to do so in the § 363 sale context. Appellants account for this discrepancy on the basis that reorganization provides unsecured creditors procedural rights that are not assured in a § 363(b) sale.
We do not place such weight on the absence of the word “claims” in § 363(f). The language and structure of § 1141(c) and § 363(f) differ in many respects. Section 1141(c), for
example, applies to all reorganization plans; § 363(f), in contrast, applies only to classes of
18

The Bankruptcy Code defines “claim” as: (A) right to payment, whether or not such right is reduced to
judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable, secured, or unsecured; or (B) right to an equitable remedy for breach of performance if such breach gives
rise to a right to payment, whether or not such right to an equitable remedy is reduced to judgment, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, secured, or unsecured. 11 U.S.C. § 101(5).
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property that satisfy one of five criteria. Thus, while § 363 sales do not afford many of the
procedural safeguards of a reorganization, § 363(f) is limited to specific classes of property.
***
We agree with TWA and Leckie that the term “any interest in property” encompasses those
claims that “arise from the property being sold.” See TWA, 322 F.3d at 290. By analogy to
Leckie (in which the relevant business was coal mining), “[appellants’] rights are grounded, at
least in part, in the fact that [Old Chrysler’s] very assets have been employed for [automobile
production] purposes: if Appellees had never elected to put their assets to use in the [automobile] industry, and had taken up business in an altogether different area, [appellants]
would have no right to seek [damages].” Leckie, 99 F.3d at 582.
“To allow the claimants to assert successor liability claims against [the purchaser] while
limiting other creditors’ recourse to the proceeds of the asset sale would be inconsistent with
the Bankruptcy Code’s priority scheme.” TWA, 322 F.3d at 292. Appellants ignore this
overarching principle and assume that tort claimants faced a choice between the Sale and an
alternative arrangement that would have assured funding for their claims. But had appellants
successfully blocked the Sale, they would have been unsecured creditors fighting for a share
of extremely limited liquidation proceeds. Given the billions of dollars of outstanding secured claims against Old Chrysler, appellants would have fared no better had they prevailed.
The possibility of transferring assets free and clear of existing tort liability was a critical inducement to the Sale. As in TWA, “a sale of the assets of [Old Chrysler] at the expense of
preserving successor liability claims was necessary in order to preserve some [55],000 jobs, ...
and to provide funding for employee-related liabilities, including retirement benefits [for
more than 106,000 retirees].” TWA, 322 F.3d at 293; see also Sale Opinion at 3.
It is the transfer of Old Chrysler’s tangible and intellectual property to New Chrysler that
could lead to successor liability (where applicable under state law) in the absence of the Sale
Order’s liability provisions. Because appellants’ claims arose from Old Chrysler’s property,
§ 363(f) permitted the bankruptcy court to authorize the Sale free and clear of appellants’
interest in the property.
B. Asbestos Claims
On behalf of herself and others with outstanding or potential claims against Old Chrysler
resulting from exposure to asbestos, Patricia Pascale argues that the Sale Order improperly
grants New Chrysler immunity without assuring compliance with 11 U.S.C. § 524(g).
Section 524(g) *** authorizes the court “to enjoin entities from taking legal action for the
purpose of directly or indirectly collecting, recovering, or receiving payment or recovery with
respect to any [asbestos-related] claim or demand.” 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(1)(B). To obtain relief under § 524(g), a debtor must “[c]hannel [ ] asbestos-related claims to a personal injury
trust [to] relieve[ ] the debtor of the uncertainty of future asbestos liabilities.” In re Combustion Eng’g, Inc., 391 F.3d 190, 234 (3d Cir. 2004). Injunctions granting relief under this
provision are subject to numerous requirements and conditions. See 11 U.S.C.
§ 524(g)(2)(B); Combustion Eng’g, 391 F.3d at 234 & n. 45.
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By its terms, however, § 524(g) applies only to “a court that enters an order confirming a
plan of reorganization under chapter 11.” 11 U.S.C. § 524(g)(1)(A). Sections I and II of this
opinion conclude that the Sale was proper under § 363. That determination forecloses the
application of § 524(g) because there is no plan of reorganization as yet. Moreover, the bankruptcy court in this case did not issue an injunction, as is permitted by § 524(g)(1)(B), and
the debtor did not establish a trust subsuming its asbestos liability. Accordingly, there is no
merit to Pascale’s argument that the Sale Order violates § 524(g).
C. Future Claims
The Sale Order extinguished the right to pursue claims “on any theory of successor or transferee liability. whether known or unknown as of the Closing, now existing or hereafter arising, asserted or unasserted, fixed or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated.” Sale Order at
40-41. This provision is challenged on the grounds that: (1) the Sale Order violates the due
process rights of future claimants by extinguishing claims without providing notice; (2) a
bankruptcy court is not empowered to trump state successor liability law; (3) future, unidentified claimants with unquantifiable interests could not be compelled “to accept a money satisfaction,” 11 U.S.C. § 363(f)(5); and (4) future causes of action by unidentified plaintiffs
based on unknown events cannot be classified as “claims” under the Bankruptcy Code.
We affirm this aspect of the bankruptcy court’s decision insofar as it constituted a valid exercise of authority under the Bankruptcy Code. However, we decline to delineate the scope
of the bankruptcy court’s authority to extinguish future claims, until such time as we are presented with an actual claim for an injury that is caused by Old Chrysler, that occurs after the
Sale, and that is cognizable under state successor liability law.
CONCLUSION
We have considered all of the objectors-appellants’ contentions on these appeals and have
found them to be without merit. For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the June 1, 2009 order
of the bankruptcy court authorizing the Sale.

